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There were also three other
Editors not shown:
George Cox (2000 to 2006)
Ross Brand( 2007)
Tim Flath (2010 to present)
Alan Sagar was the original Editor and started publishing the DIPPER'S DIGEST (note:
spelled with an apostrophe) from the Clearance Diving Trials and Development Unit in
Toronto. Cdr D.J Kidd (Surg.) was the Commanding Officer there, with Mrs. C.
Rodgers the typist. P1CD4 Ivan Cripps was the Assistant Editor, P1BT4 L.K. Beaton
was the Circulation Manager and the Queen's Printer in Toronto actually printed it. The
original intent was that the DIPPER'S DIGEST was aimed at “ALL” Divers, those who
support the Divers, or need diving services throughout the Armed Forces. This pretty
well included everyone from the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) to the (then) newest
Clearance Diver (Ship) (CD{S}).
When first published, there were some 400 men who were qualified Divers in the
Canadian Forces made up of CD, CD(S) & CDO(S), and also the first Army candidates
were then qualifying on the west coast. Copies of the DIGEST were supposed to be sent
to every Diver and every CO. If you are were a Diver or other Service person who had a
need for the DIGEST, you simply filled out a form and were then added to the mailing
list. They did not have a master list of all qualified diving personnel so it was pretty
much the honour system at the time.
As we do now, all divers and support personnel were asked to send articles, notes,
photographs and drawings to the Editor. Anyone who carried out a notable diving task
was asked to contribute. The DIGEST was intended to contain notes on stores,
regulations, tools, etc., essentially any useful diving news on equipment or personnel
was welcomed. The Diving Trials and Development Unit (prior to being named DCIEM
and DRDC Toronto\EDU) also welcomed any suggestions from Units or individuals
relating to diving methods and equipment. They were urged to process it through their
respective Diving Officer and Commanding Officer. The CNDA web site offers a look
into the past with some of the older digests posted on the Library page.
NOTE: this information was in the DIPPER'S DIGEST Edition 1/66 Vol. 1 Canadian Armed Forces Publication of February
1966.
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These photo's show the decommissioned Royal Canadian Navy Submarine HMCS OJIBWA
being landed from the barge that took it through the Welland Canal from Hamilton, Ontario
to Port Burwell on Lake Erie. The small harbour and creek it had to go through to the
landing site, had to be dredged in order to get to this site. Once it was on the land, the photo's
only showed it part way over to it's permanent cement pad and cradle, which is about 200
yards further along, and can be seen in one photo only. The Elgin Military Museum who
owns it now, expect to at least have it ready for visitors to go through it by the Summer of
2013. Our Association has supported this project from the start. If necessary, click on the 3
dots in the rectangle to view the photo's.
Best regards, Chuck Rolfe, CNDA Ottawa Sec/Treas.
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National Updates by Chuck Rolfe - Continued
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From: Jack Lewis
Here is a Poem I thought some of you
might enjoy the memories it conjures up in
our heads:
Their blood ran cold with horror
...As they gazed on the awful scene
Their faces paled with anguish
And their gills turned faintly green
For seldom has anybody suffered
As they did that horrible day
Seldom before have humans
Beheld such a ghastly display
There on the deck before them
The shattered remnants flowed
And a steady stream of crimson
Sought it’s level on Burma road
And they stood in breathless silence
As men who were stricken dumb
For they had just seen the Duty PO
Drop a case of Pusser’s Rum!

Hi Tim,
This was the main reason I went to the Divers
Reunion. This November the 21st will be 50 years
ago I joined the Navy. It was a trip back in time
where my life changed for the better and I never
forgot my roots and the folks I met and shared my
life with. Had I not re-musterd to CD, I might have
been the LS issuing the tot :-)
Ready Aye Ready.
"For those in peril on the Sea". Milt

YDT 8 Helm Photo Provided by
Hilton Chymist
Hi Tim
I took part in a martial arts tournament in Sydney CB as a
member of the 5 man Judo team from FDU-A in November
or December 1973, I was in the Ship's Diver coarse. The
last class to graduate from Granby... (a small, but, vital
claim to fame ... LMAO!!)
Ken was our fearless leader. This photo was taken in the
Mess at FDU-A last Saturday at Reunion 2012. I'm in the
process of editing my photographs. Let me know if you
would like me to send along a few more with commentary
for the newsletter.
See you on the bottom ...
Bill Lee
Sudbury, Ontario
Member of Ottawa Chapter
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The mission of the Canadian Naval Divers Association (CNDA) is to keep Naval Divers, both
Serving and Retired, informed and aware of

CNDA
Founded
HALIFAX, N.S.
1981
President: Wally Green
FOUNDING MEMBERS

what is happening within CNDA and other
matters pertaining to Service Diving in Canada.
It is also intended to keep everyone in touch
with others of the diving community who may
have been friends and diving team members
from those tremendous days of service in our
past.

Glenn Adams
André Desrochers
Leo Goneau
Terry Havlik
Michael Walsh
First President: Stanley F. Watts

Contact Information
Tim Flath
Editor
E-mail: navydiver@bigfoot.com

Editor’s 10 Foot Stop
Happy New Year everyone! I trust that the holiday season was good
to all. I know I really enjoyed the levee at FDU(P) this year and am never
disappointed with their uncanny ability to host a great gathering. It was good
to see our Retired US Navy EOD colleague and friend JT Milling there again
as well. Thank you for a memorable time FDU(P)!
I hope you’ve enjoyed this edition of the Dippers Digest. As usual I
cobbled it all together at the last minute by quickly going through my inbox
and recovering all the flagged material for inclusion. If I’ve forgotten
anything don’t be shy and please drop me a line and I will try to make sure it
gets in the next edition or I can do addendums. Just so everyone is aware, I
try to publish 3 editions a year. I aim to have the digests published 15
January, 15 June and 15 September of each year. Given these deadlines I
would like to see articles and submissions at least a week before each
publishing date for space allocation and formatting. If you plan on submitting
a long article please give me as much notice as possible since room can be
tight as I get closer to the publishing date. If you are not inclined to write
long articles, a simple email for inclusion in the “missives” section is
absolutley fine. I am limited to the 10 page format you see herein just to keep
printing costs down.
Lastly, in less than a weeks time, I will be attending my good friend
CPO2 Brian Clarke’s departure with dignity ceremony. It is scheduled for
Noon, Friday 18 January at FDU(P). I had the pleasure of serving many
years with Brian and I for one will try my hardest to be there and share this
milestone in his life. I wish Brian and all those close to him fair winds and
following seas in his future endeavours. Strength in Depth Brian!

We’re on the Web!
www.navydiver.ca

